Who are my customers?
Place IQ™
Profiling your local area customers to
understand what defines their
demographics and lifestyle

Place IQ
Quantitative Research
Benchmarking for Public Places
—
Service overview
Primary research with customers and
tenants, both users and non-users of
assets, to give an understanding of distinct
demographic, behavioural and lifestyle
attributes and among key audiences. This
type of research provides critical evidence in
justifying investment in recommendations,
strategies and informing capital expenditure.
Who
Any asset owner, developer or manager who
seeks in-depth insight into key audiences

participants are likely to visit. Under this analysis the differences between the ‘new’
and ‘old’ models are apparent. For ‘old’ model stations, there was markedly higher
support for the idea of visiting ‘cafes and restaurants’, ‘food retailers’, ‘newsagencies’
and ‘ATMs’. As this question was asking about future behaviours rather than actual
past behaviours, it is possible to conclude that the lack of retail within ‘old’ model
stations is leading some users to idealise how their retail behaviours might change if
these retail offers were present.
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Value
Ability to attract and develop loyalty with
key customer groups through strategies that respond
to the insights developed through
market research
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